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The second day of the Grand Prix d’Amérique sale, which was dedicated to 
breeding stock and in which the organisers had chosen to reintroduce a select 
number of broodmares, achieved a turnover of €956,000 (not including the stallion 
shares auctioned by sealed bid) up by 33% compared to the same day last year. In 
addition to this satisfactory turnover, the clearance rate (68%) was clearly up on that 
of last year (54%). In line with this the average and median prices were also 
respectively up at €16,000 and €12,000. 
 
 
 

A top price of €53,000 for a PRODIGIOUS share 
 
 
 

The top price of this session was paid for a PRODIGIOUS share which went 
for €53,000 to JLB Management following the advice of Gérard BOURGEOIS (Horse 
2000 Courtage), while Edouard MEIER FEIL had to go to €52,000 to secure the last 
share for QUAKER JET to be offered at auction.  The Prix d’Amérique winner 
ROYAL DREAM’s share caught the eye of an investor who chose to remain 
anonymous at €46,000. 
 
 
 

On the broodmares’ side QUEEN JET, a daughter of VIKING’S WAY and 
sister to the excellent PRETTY JET, whose first offspring of racing age had just run 
well first time out, changed hands for €40,000 to go to NORMANDIE TROT (run by 
Michel GASSELIN and Dimitri GALLIER), while TOOTSIE SMILING consigned in 
foal (nomination paid) to QUAKER JET will now join the Jacquets breeding 
operation for €33,000. Thomas BERNEREAU racing spent €29,000 on BELISHA 
PERLE, a daughter of the champions READY CASH & FINE PERLE coming out of 
training. She will now join the DUBIEFs breeding operation (under the « NOYER » 
banner). 

 
 



Finally, it is worth noting that the agency NORMANDIE TROT proved the most 
active during this session with 4 lots bought for a total of €93,000. 
 
 

The sale continues on 23 January from 6:30 PM. 
 

 
Informations & catalogues 

www.arqana-trot.com 
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